In order to bridge the gap between the concepts of sound and voice, New York-based author, editor, and musicologist Theodore Baker unsuccessfully attempted to introduce the concept of 'phone' into musical terminology in the final years of the nineteenth century. The English word 'voice' stems from Latin vox, which is the equivalent of phoné in ancient Greek. The article examines several historical problems of elemental acoustic concepts and terminology.
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is derived from ox, the Latin equivalent of phoné in Greek. This is also true for the Italian noun oce, the French oix, and other similar words in modern European lan guages. One can therefore conclude that the conceptual and linguistic history of the terms phoné and ox spans nearly three millennia. One legendary merger of these two terms greets us when we reach for an old long-playing record by RCA Victor -the company that for decades was associated with the slogan "His Master's Voice", accompanied by a little white dog trying to grasp the emanations from the gramophone's funnel.
Theodore Baker and Musical Terminology
Theodore Baker . On the subject of voice, however, Baker had much more to say. While Baker's name is still remembered for his lexicographical efforts in connection with the biographies of musicians, it is nearly forgotten that he took the trouble to assemble a terminological dictionary (see 1895). Educated on both sides of the Atlantic, Baker understood the terminological discrepancies between the dominant languages -Italian, German, French, and Englishand he knew that dealing with the problems went well beyond the mere explanation of traditional Italian terminology to the English reader and musician. No doubt as a result of his time spent abroad, Baker sensed that terms related to basic musical phenomena lacked common linguistic bridges between the various languages. Most music theorists of his day were active in a mono-linguistic sphere and were not particularly interested in the fact that their terminological constructions were valid only in their own language, if at all. The problem was -and is -not limited to a single term but affects an entire terminological ma-
